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Argentina is part of a very ancient continent of the planet, and that part of the continent, in remote
times, was witness to important events for the human civilization.

Argentina was a region very close to the Antarctic, and a part of the Malvinas Islands belonged to
the frozen austral continent that was the cradle of one of the first humanities.

All of the southern region, a very beautiful area of the planet due to its nature, from Tierra del
Fuego to Puerto Madryn, was a space formerly consecrated to the development of an advanced and
civilized form of life.

In that southern region, Antarctic was the primary center of a humanity that achieved high degrees
of learning through the school of love and of brotherhood.

That civilization, from Tierra del Fuego to Puerto Madryn, slowly grew and its inhabitants were
remnants of a culture advanced in the sphere of spiritual contact, as well as predecessors of the first
native peoples that inhabited Argentina all the way to the first heights of the desert of Jujuy.

And so, Argentina is one of the regions of the planet that witnessed and gave testimony to the
possibility that a civilized humanity had patterns and values of behavior held in its consciousness
that maintained a true communion with nature and with the Universe.

Those values of spiritual life are what the Divine Hierarchy will try to reintegrate so that at least a
part of the current population of Argentina becomes a carrier of attributes that may help in the most
acute moments of the planetary transition, and that these values, which are profoundly spiritual and
are united with the Creator Source, be what will maintain the presence of faith, of trust and of the
love of the hearts.

I thank you for keeping My Words in your heart!

Who blesses you,

Your Master and Lord, Christ Jesus


